This current topic discusses the New layer of Body-Zohar.
-Its nature.
-How it activates.
-Why it failed for many in past initiations.
-Whats nexts...
-The session to cover all the above.
1) Zohar body is a very current activation I experienced with the Grace of
Mahavtar Babaji. The process took 2 days to complete.
The basic needs of the activations were basically completion of 7th initiation and
merging process of I AM oversoul (which takes one to many years to complete).
As the merge completes a new level of energy field activates on the initiate. In the
past works the initiate has received a fully functional Electromagnetic body
(Activates with Grid works-Axiatonal or naturally At 5-6TH Initiation).
The 7th initiation is a long process to complete and activates the Magnetic energy
layer over the Electromagnetic layers. This layer has been named as Zohar. In this
plane there are n chakras or merdians.
"Everything you every did, or practiced and lived when finally turns into a energy,
its your Zohar"..

2)Activation: Zohar activates naturally (Grace of masters) or with support of a
initiate who has it. The energy activation is felt like emission of energy from the
client rather than channeling for outer source. Feels more like a strong magnetic
pull.. The process may take two sessions for complete merge of I AM oversoul and
anchoring of Zohar.
3)Reasons of Failure:
The most important point before one is allowed to reach this state is working with
the 144 soul extensions.(12x12 from oversoul and monad levels).Refer to Dr
Joshua Stone explainations for deeper understanding.
My personal experience with 144:

2-3 months back after a major initiations were shared, i began to see 144 number
everywhere. It felt like a message i couldnot understand but needs to be worked
with. I saw that number practically many times a day and everywhere. Irritated i
searched on net to find 144000 stories and calculations which made no sense. I
tried activation of 144000 hz energy frequency too but no use.
Some link of Dr.Stones writing talked of the topic but there was no clue how to
achieve it. So one evening i finally decided to resolve it.
Started programming daily axiatonals and called forth all my 144 soul extensions
to accept the session. The entire axiatonal work is the basic meridian and grid work
with a difference of including all 144 soul extensions.
It was a shift in energy experience, but yet not complete. The session worked, but
it doesnt complete healing and ascension of all 144 extensions in one session.(You
need to give time for they have their free will, and when they choose to take the
session, you will be acknowledged).
So i kept with seeing 144 but once or twice a week and everytime i see it, i call the
144 axiatonal session. By about 10-12 sessions over 2 months the process
completed.
One night in june, i began a huge energy download with a golden 144 shining on
Solar plexus. This was the Central sun upgrade and worked by Thoth. The huge
amount of energy all night left me partly numb and with flu and headache next
morning. The aura has gone many 10x times stronger and there was a huge energy
globe over head (as described by a reader next day). This was the 144 completion.
Later weeks the Zohar began anchoring, which finally stabilized all the past
energies and gave a very harmonized state. The ascension works and many shifts
are now a past thing. The path completes here. As the Central sun light opens up, it
brings up your Life path to be serving Many.
4) The session Now...
In past I didnt have enough energy to shift all 144 in one session, but after the
ZOhar activations, the energy levels and the conciousness permissions to do it has
opened up.
Tonight I reprogrammed the 144 sessions, and as i was working with it to finally
anchor the Zohar layer "anchor it for all 144". it came that when all 144 extensions
are shifted and ready to merge, the ZOhar activates for the iniitiate at the same
time all 144 are also eligible for this anchoring.

SO the session further extends to anchoring of Zohar and many levels of healings
for all 144 extensions and finally anchoring of Zohar...
It initiatially starts as a fine magnetic field and then starts conecentrating. The
magnetic doesnot touch the physical body but at one point the magnetic lines are
anchored and here passes through the centre of palm and tip of 5fingers...
The final anchoring activates a great many gifts as well the next layer of energy is
a very concentrated form of Magnetic layer which would form the next levels of
Telekinetic body...
To activate the session..
-Get is rest position (2-3hrs).
-Intent and call 144 soul extensions to receive the session.
-Say in mind or loud
"0NE FORTY FOUR AXIATONAL ALIGNMENT"
...
...
...
This one session is a very great shift to the 7D energies, and current times allows
one to take this level of leaps. After your session please take time to share your
experince.
And most important, copy the session name and openly share with all...Let
everyone have the choice of the Quantum Leaps...
enjoy

